STADIUM RULES LUIGI FERRARIS
The access and the permanence in the area of the Stadium involve the acceptance from the spectator of this Rule and the normative ones emanated by the FIFA, from the UEFA,
from the League Kick, Authority of State Police.

NORMS OF BEHAVIOR
The title of access is personal and you/he/she can be surrendered to third previous communication by to make according to the formalities fixed by the society.
· With the purchase of the ticket it recognizes him to the club the right to effect controls on the person and to guard the forbidden objects dangerous e/o.
· Whoever enters inside the stadium it is kept to the respect of the rules brought in the rule.
· The spectator has the right / duty to occupy only the assigned place.
· Who purchase titles of access in violation of the procedures for the separation of the teams, you/he/she can be expelled from the stadium.
· The club the right reserves him to expel from the stadium whoever you don't observe the rule.
· The club can also refuse the entry to the stadium on the occasion of following meetings to the people that violate the rule.
· For the access and the permanence inside the plant it is in demand the possession of a valid document of identity, to exhibit to application of the personnel of the society to verify
the correspondence among the holder of the coupon and the holder of the same.
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PROHIBITIONS
it is' forbidden

To introduce inside the stadium:
Fire weapons, explosive material, pyrotechnic artifices, smoke, knives or other cut objects, any tool action to offend.
Poisons, harmful or inflammable substances.drugs and alcoholic drinks.
Stones, bottles or containers of glass and every other fit object to be launched.
Poster, horizontal standards, vanes, documents, sketches, printed material and banners containing propaganda to political, ideological or religious doctrines, affirmations or concepts
that incite the racial, ethnic or religious hate, or that I/you/he/she am feared can hinder the to regulate carrying out of the competition.
To complete any form of ethnic or religious racial discrimination, the choirs and any demonstration of intolerance.
To enter and to stop to the stadium in state of drunkenness or under the effect of amazing substances or psicotrope.
To stop in proximity of passages, the exits the entries, along the streets
To climb on the structures of the stadium.
To damage or to tamper with in any way the structures, infrastructures and services of the plant.
To introduce in all the fittings sporting banners and any other material to them assimilable, inclusive that for the choreographies, if not expressly authorized. The drums and other
means of sonorous diffusion are also forbidden (es. megaphone). - Determination of the National Observatory on the Sporting Demonstrations n° 14/2007 of March 8 2007.

· INSTRUCTIONS ·
The stadium is checked by a system of recording positioned audio-video both to the outside and to the inside, whose gives they are essays according to the anticipated dispositions from the D.L.
30/06/2003 ns. 196 ·s
The following behaviors constitute crime to the senses of the L. 401 of 13/12/1989 and succ. changes and they are punished with administrative sanctions and penalties
what the prohibition of access in the stadiums, the arrest and the imprisonment:
1.
Misrepresentation.
2.
Ostentation of emblems or symbols of groups or associations that spread the discrimination or the violence for racial, ethnic, national or religious motives.
3.
Dangerous throwing of objects.
4.
To have incited or hymned or induced violence during competitive competitions.

